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Full Automatic Balancer

The Knight series air balancers assist you with conventional 
troublesome work of lifting and positioning of heavy loads. 

- Safety design: The Knight series air balancers provide a fall 
preventive function to ensure safety even when air supply is 
abruptly stopped.  

- Space-saving: The drum type balancers provide a long 
stroke while saving the installation space, enabling smooth 
operations even in a place with a limited ceiling height. 

- Wide variations: In addition to the cable type balancers, chain 
type balancers are also available. 
Load capacity is 1,260 kg max. (Tandem balancer) Dual drum 
balancers that can hang a long workpiece by both ends in 
synchronization with each other are also available.

The Knight series air balancers provide various operation 
modes according to users’ work environment.
Balancers can be manipulated by pressing the [UP] and 
[DOWN] buttons, or by turning the lever up/down like a hoist, 
depending on selection of the balance control module. 

Furthermore, in the “single balance 
control” mode, you can manipulate the 
balancer while holding a product with 
a hand. In the “dual balance control” 
mode, you can handle two types of 
loads by switching the selector button. 
Furthermore, the “auto balance control” 
mode, which can keep a balanced 
condition regardless of a load weight 
change, is also available.

Examples of balancer applications:
- Product shipment and delivery sites
- Assisting in workpiece mounting process 
on assembling line
- Transfer of heavy loads
- Transfer of loads that need delicate 
motion
- Transfer of loads in synchronization with 
human actions

【Full Automatic Balancer】
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Full Automatic Balancer Balanced Arm & Torque Arm

- The T-Arm series provides auto balance as a standard feature, enabling manipulation of 
different load weights without switching operations. 
- An arm fall-preventive circuit is provided in preparation for primary air stop.
- An arm jump preventive mechanism is provided.

- We will propose appropriate system configuration 
according to users’ work environment.
- We aim to build work environment where aged 
people and women can work in same conditions, so 
as to meet the aging society, and to comply with the 
Equal Opportunity Employment Law.
- The auto balance control mode is applicable to even 
multi-item small-volume production.
- Appropriate teaching for a tip on axis (e.g. to cope 
with difficulty in positioning, fixed holding position, 
etc.)
- Knight series network: The Knight series products 
have been manufactured and sold throughout the 
world. The worldwide network ensures thorough 
maintenance in your overseas plants. 

- The torque arm enables balancing of heavy 
motor-driven tools and air tools under no gravity. 
- With the maximum load capacity of 67 kg, the 
torque arm can hang almost all types of tools. 
- The mini arm is effective for a place where 
lifting operation is impossible, or for applications 
that need upward tightening. 
- The maximum load capacity of the mini arm is 
13 kg. 
The  a rm p rov ides  the  ang le  ad jus t i ng 
mechanism, enabling simplified positioning. 
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Air Balancer

Product No. Maximum load Maximum load Lift distance Body weight Dimension A Dimension B Dimension C Dimension D

Air pressure 0.7 MPa Air pressure 0.4 MPa Stroke Minimum dimension

KBA100-028   45kg   25kg 711㎜ 15.2kg 215.9㎜ 368.3㎜ 165.1㎜ 238.1㎜

KBA150-076   68kg   38kg 1,930㎜ 22.2kg 215.9㎜ 368.3㎜ 165.1㎜ 393.7㎜

KBA225-073 102kg   58kg 1,854㎜ 27.7kg 215.9㎜ 425.5㎜ 222.3㎜ 425.5㎜

KBA225-110 102kg   58kg 2,794㎜ 39.9kg 247.6㎜ 476.3㎜ 273.1㎜ 425.5㎜

KBA350-073 159kg   90kg 1,854㎜ 34.5kg 247.6㎜ 476.3㎜ 273.1㎜ 425.5㎜

KBA500-080 227kg 129kg 2,032㎜ 50.8kg 247.6㎜ 476.3㎜ 273.1㎜ 554.0㎜

KBA700-054 318kg 181kg 1,371㎜ 41.3kg 247.6㎜ 476.3㎜ 273.1㎜ 554.0㎜

Single Cable Balancer

Single Chain Balancer

Various types of single 
cab le  ba lancers  are 
available, covering load 
capacity of 45 kg to 318 
kg max.
The body sizes are three 
types: 165 mm, 222 mm and 273 mm. 
  
The single cable balancers are one of our representative 
product categories.
The single cable balancers use a plated air cable with 4.7 mm 
diameter and a spring lock hook with maximum load capacity 
of 250 kg, as our standard.
* To manipulate the air balancers, a balance control module is 
required. 
Refer to “Control parts” on p. 10.

* Delivery period: 5 days as standard (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and year-end and new-year holidays)

The single chain balancers have been developed to reduce a 
risk of a cable or rope break, aiming to ensure operators’ safety. 

Knight Series Air Balancers
- The drum type balancers provide a long stroke even in a place 
with a limited height. 
- The Knight series air balancers have been developed for 
balancing work, which provide smaller slide resistance than the 
cylinder type. 
- For the Knight series air balancers, select “control parts” 
suitable for applications. 
- To keep a heavy object in a lifted condition during work, use 
the single balance control mode.
- For up/down operations like an air hoist, etc., use the up/down 
control mode. (For details, refer to “Control parts” on p. 10)

* Delivery period: 3 weeks as standard (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and year-end and new-year holidays)

Product No. Maximum load Maximum load Lift distance Body weight Dimension A Dimension B Dimension C Dimension D

Air pressure 0.7 MPa Air pressure 0.4 MPa Stroke Minimum dimension

KBC150-070   68kg   38kg 1,778㎜ 23kg 216㎜ 413㎜ 165.1㎜ 394㎜

KBC200-110   91kg   50kg 2,794㎜ 42kg 273㎜ 521㎜ 273㎜ 419㎜

KBC225-067 102kg   58kg 1,702㎜ 29kg 223㎜ 470㎜ 223㎜ 426㎜

KBC330-067 159kg   90kg 1,702㎜ 35kg 248㎜ 521㎜ 273㎜ 419㎜

KBC500-080 227kg 129kg 2,032㎜ 52kg 248㎜ 521㎜ 273㎜ 554㎜

KBC700-052 318kg 181kg 1,320㎜ 43kg 248㎜ 521㎜ 273㎜ 554㎜

Ａ

Ｃ
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Air Balancer

Product name Type Load capacity 
0.7 MPa

Load capacity 
0.4 MPa Lift distance Unit weight Dimension A Dimension B Dimension C Dimension D

Reeved cable balancer RKBA-450036 203kg 116kg 915㎜ 29.7kg 222㎜ 216㎜ 483㎜ 426㎜

Reeved cable balancer RKBA-450055  203kg 116kg 1,473㎜ 41.9kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 483㎜ 413㎜

Reeved cable balancer RKBA-700036  315kg 180kg 915㎜ 36.5kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 413㎜

Reeved cable balancer RKBA-1000040 450kg 257kg 1,016㎜ 52.8kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 554㎜

Reeved cable balancer RKBA-1400027 630kg 360kg 686㎜ 43.3kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 554㎜

Reeved chain balancer RKBC-400055 180kg 102kg 1,399㎜ 44.9kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 413㎜

Reeved chain balancer RKBC-450033 203kg 116kg 838㎜ 30.2kg 222㎜ 216㎜ 483㎜ 425㎜

Reeved chain balancer RKBC-700033 315kg 180kg 838㎜ 37.0kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 413㎜

Reeved chain balancer RKBC-1000040 450kg 257kg 1,016㎜ 53.8kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 554㎜

Reeved chain balancer RKBC-1400026 630kg 360kg 660㎜ 44.7kg 273㎜ 248㎜ 533㎜ 554㎜

Product name Type Load capacity 
0.7 MPa

Load capacity 
0.4 MPa Lift distance Unit weight Dimension

A
Dimension

B
Dimension

C
Dimension

D
Dimension

E
Dimension

F
Tandem cable balancer TKBA- 700073 315kg 180kg 1,855㎜ 69kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 413㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem cable balancer TKBA- 1000080 450kg 257kg 2,032㎜ 104kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 554㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem cable balancer TKBA- 1400054 630kg 360kg 1,372㎜ 84kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 554㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem chain balancer TKBC-700067 315kg 180kg 1,702㎜ 73kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 413㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem chain balancer TKBC-1000080 450kg 257kg 2,032㎜ 107kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 654㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem chain balancer TKBC-1400052 630kg 360kg 1,321㎜ 89kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 554㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem reeved balancer TKBA-2000040 900kg 514kg 1,016㎜ 104kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 554㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

Tandem reeved balancer TKBA-2800026 1260kg 720kg 711㎜ 84kg 273㎜ 476㎜ 609㎜ 554㎜ 629㎜ 83㎜

* Delivery period: 3 weeks as standard (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and year-end and new-year holidays)

Reeved Balancer 

The Knight series reeved balancers provide 
the maximum load capacity of 630 kg, which 
is twice as large as other single balancers’ 
maximum load capacity of 315 kg.
By using a pulley, the reeved balancers can 
remarkably increase stability in up/down stroke.
For the reeved balancers, the cable type 
or chain type can be selected. Select an 
appropriate type according to your intended 
applications. 

* Delivery period: 5 weeks as standard (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and year-end and new-year holidays)

Tandem Balancer

For the tandem balancers, cable type 
balancer, chain type balancer and 
reeved balancer are available. 
The tandem reeved balancer provide 
four times larger capacity than single 
cable balancer. 
Select an appropriate product by 
capacity of each type.

* Delivery period: 5 weeks as standard (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and year-end and new-year holidays)

Capacity and Dimensions of Reeved Balancers

Ａ

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ｂ

Capacity and Dimensions of Tandem Balancers

Ａ

Ｄ

Ｂ
Ｅ

Ｆ

Ｃ
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Safety Measures 

Air Control Parts 

The above cut model shows a built-in jump preventive mechanism. When a hung load 
accidentally falls, or when the cable (or chain) breaks, the spool in the balancer is 
immediately locked to prevent the cable (or chain) from abruptly jumping.

Jump Preventive Mechanism 
End cap

The Knight series air balancers provide various operation modes depending on selection of the control parts. 
1. Single balance control mode for handling a single load under zero gravity 
2. Dual balance control mode for handling two types of loads with the selector button under zero gravity
3. Control module for raising/lowering a load by pressing the [UP] and [DOWN] buttons, or by turning the 
handle up/down like an air hoist. 
4. Control module for automatically balancing a load by detecting a load change or different load weights 
* The air control parts should be used in combination with the air balancers. Also, the air control parts can 
be singly ordered. In a case where the balancer application is changed, you can save cost by replacing the 
air control parts only. 

1. Single balance control module 
Enables balancing of a specified load under zero gravity. 
BCS2018 
Balance load: 60 kg max.

High-relieving single balance control module
BCS-2090 (for up to 113 kg)
BCS-2322 (for 113 kg or more)
* Enables manipulation at a higher speed than BSC2018.
During manipulation, hold a part below the grip, as shown on the right.
BCS-2090 (2322) can be mounted to the cylinder.

The Knight series jump preventive mechanism prevents the cable (or chain) from 
abruptly jumping, which is available in built-in type (standard type) and external-
mounting type. (Optional)
[Built-in type]
The built-in type jump preventive mechanism is activated when the cable (or chain) 
spool rotation speed is abnormally increased. The brake arm (see “A” in the above 
figure) is equipped with a resistance spring. During normal operation, the brake arm is 
held at the normal position with this spring. However, when the load abruptly changes, 
the brake arm is moved outward by centrifugal force, and engaged in the toothed 
groove in the balancer liner. 
* With the built-in type, the timing to engage the brake arm in the groove may be 
slightly delayed. 
[External-mounting type]
The external-mounting type jump preventive mechanism has two hydraulic absorbers, 
which are mounted to the balancer cap on the opposite side of the air manifold. 
In the balancer, the cable (or chain) spool moves horizontally along the ball screw 
through the winding/unwinding operations. Resistance of the hydraulic absorber 
is continuously applied to the horizontal motion of the spool, so that the maximum 
vertical stroke of the balancer can be maintained at a constant speed. Even if the load 
is eliminated, the hydraulic absorber’s constant resistance prevents acceleration of 
the spool. 

The external-mounting type can 
prevent col l is ion, and hide the 
adjusting parts when the cover is 
mounted as shown above. 

Brake arm 

Air seal

Resistance spring 

Cable (chain) spool 
Liner Patent granted Patent granted

Thrust bearing Hydraulic absorber 

Oil Pressure Absorber

A
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Controls

2. Dual balance control module  (Delivery period: 4 weeks as standard)
The dual balance control module is used to hold two types of loads under zero gravity.

BCS2215: With a straight hose 
BCS2323: With a curled hose
The dual balance control module is equipped with two buttons: [LOW BALANCE] and [HIGH 
BALANCE]. This control module is recommended for loads whose weight difference is large. 

3. [A] Up/Down control module for raising/lowering various loads  (Delivery period: 4 days as standard)

BCS3017: With a straight hose 
BCS3320: With a curled hose

　[B] Tandem unit control module  (Delivery period: 5 weeks as standard)

BCS2230: (straight hose) 
BCS2326: (curled hose)

　[C] Feather touch balance control module   (Delivery period: 2 weeks as standard)

BCS2214: Vertical handle (Length: 470 mm)
BCS2213: Horizontal handle (Length: 356 mm)
Up/down operations are enabled by raising/lowering the grip.

4. Automatic Balance Control 1PB(semi-Aotomatic)

★ Speciality
After adjusting the height by pushing“UP“or”DOWN”button,you can work it 
by having the product as the load is fixed.
You can adjust UP/DOWN's speed.
You do not have to adjust/set any complicated things.

UP DWON

BALANCE

5. Full Automatic Balance Control Type5

★ Speciality
lt is effective if the load is inconstant.
Automatic Balance Control Type1(ABC-1)
It helps you lift load without extra effort.
You can work with having the load at specific height by switcing to
“Balance”.
It is possible to adjust speed up to your hands' movement.
Full automatic UP/DOWN with having lever
Single Balance Work with having load.
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Rail Systems
Based on ergonomic design, the Knight series offers 
suitable rail systems for your work environment. 

Span TR2000 RAD4110 RAD7510

L Max.load Recommend Max.load Recommend Max.load Recommend

1m 500 200 1200 800 2500 1000

2m 125 100   600 500 2000 1000

3m   55   45   274 250 1600 1000

4m   30   25   153 140   895   740

5m   20   16     95   90   575   470

6m   14   11     68   60   400   330

70

Knight series rail system parts list 

(A) Rail mounting hangers and hanging attachments 
Height-adjustable type and fixed type hangers, and 
long and short hanging attachments are available. 
(B) Rails
2-inch, 4-inch and 8-inch aluminum rails and 2-inch, 
4-inch, 6-inch and 7-inch steel rails are available. 
(C) End trucks
End trucks for single bridge rails, double rails, dual 
trolley type, etc.
(D) Accessories
Bridge brace, hose trolley, end cap, etc. 
(E) Trolleys
Trolley with boss, yoke trolley, I-hook trolley, trolley for 
balancers, etc. 
(F) Management kit
3/8 hose, 3/8 curled hose, etc.
(G) Bridge rails
2-inch, 4-inch and 8-inch aluminum rails, and 2-inch, 
4-inch, 6-inch and 7-inch steel rails
(H) Safety cable
For the Knight series rails, use the 1/4-inch safety 
cable.

(A) Rail mounting hanger ( I )beam or channel (H) Safety cable (G) Bridge rail 

(B) Runway rail

(C) End truck (D) Accessory (E) Trolley 
(F) Hose management kit 

Aluminum Rails 
Aluminum rails are light-weight and rigid.
Use of the Knight series aluminum rails can solve 
ergonomic problems. 

The rail sizes are 2 inch, 4 inch and 8 inch.
[Load capacity]
2-inch aluminum rail (TR-2000): 180 kg
4-inch aluminum rail (RAD4100): 250 kg
8-inch aluminum rail (RAD7500): 490 kg

TR2000 
2-inch aluminum rail

Weight: 3.6 kg/m

RAD4110 
4-inch aluminum rail 

Weight: 6.44 kg/m

RAD7510
8-inch aluminum rail
Weight: 12.26 kg/m

Allowable load for the rail systems depends on the hanging pitch. 
For each rail system, select distance AP or BP by referring to the table below.

① Monorail system ② Single bridge system ③ Dual bridge system 

* Maximum allowable load means load at which rail deflection becomes 1/450. It is recommended that the rails 
should be used under load smaller than the recommended load. 

Allowable Load for Aluminum Rail System Unit: kgf

AP

AP AP

BP BP

60
50
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Aluminum Rails 

Model Description Mounting steel flange width (mm) Offset or direct mounting Height-adjustable or fixed

A MRHS4034 Rod & ball movable channel hanger 50-125 Offset & Direct Adjustable

B MRHA4035 Bolt mounting channel hanger 50-125 Offset & Direct Fixed

C MRHS40381 Parallel or vertical mounting system hanger 50-175 Offset Adjustable

D MRHS40361 Short rod & ball movable I-beam hanger 75-175 Direct Adjustable

E MRHS40471 Extendable rod & ball movable I-beam hanger 75-175 Direct Adjustable

F MRHS40821 Short horizontal mounting I-beam hanger 75-125 Offset Fixed

G MRHS40761 Short vertical mounting I-beam hanger 75-175 Offset Fixed

H TRH2036 Hanger for 2-inch rail 75-175

Model Use rail Description

A
TRE2025  2-inch rail End truck

TRE2026 2-inch rail End truck for heavy load (100 kg or more)

B MRES4025 4-inch rail Single bridge end truck (for 4-inch aluminum rail)

C MRES4072 4-inch rail Dual bridge end truck (for 4-inch aluminum rail)

D MRES4073 4-inch rail Dual trolley end truck (for 4-inch aluminum rail)

E MRES7728 8-inch rail Single bridge end truck (for 8-inch aluminum rail)

F MRES7717 8-inch rail Dual bridge end truck (for 8-inch aluminum rail)

G MRES7718 8-inch rail Dual trolley end truck (for 8-inch aluminum rail)

H MRES4028 4-inch rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: up to 3 m)

I MRES4295 4-inch rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: 3 m or longer)

J MRES7775 8-inch rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: 3 m or longer)

Rail Mounting Hangers 

The rail mounting hangers are brackets for 
mounting rails on a beam (“I-beam”, “channel”, 
etc.). We offer wide variations of rail mounting 
hangers such fixed-height type and height-
adjustable type that meet ergonomic design. 

[Mounting hanger for channel]
(A) The ball joint will freely swing according to load displacement. 
(B) The channel mounting type can be directly mounted with bolts, which can 
withstand push-up load. It can be also mounted to a beam other than channels.
[Hanger for I-beam/H-steel]
(C) Heavy-duty hanger. This type of hanger is solid, and applicable to vertical 
load from the lower side.
(D) Short rod hanger. The rod will freely swing with the ball joint. 
(E) Long rod hanger. The rod will freely swing with the ball joint. 
(F) This hanger is used to mount rails in parallel with a beam. This hanger can 
withstand push-up load.
(G) This hanger is used to mount rails perpendicularly to a beam. This hanger 
can withstand push-up load.

End Truck 
The following types of end trucks can be selected according 
to your intended applications.
A, B, C: Trolley for 2-inch/4-inch rail
D, G: Dual trolley
E, F: Standard trolley for 8-inch rail
(Maximum allowable load for 4-inch rail trolley: 250 kg, 
Maximum allowable load for 8-inch rail trolley: 490 kg)
H – J
Used to mount the runway rail and the bridge rail at the same 
height. 
These types can be mounted between runway rails, which are 
suitable for a case with mounting height limitation.
* A fall preventive pin with 900 kg withstand load is provided at 
the center of the Knight series end truck (trolley). 

Ａ

B C

D

E
F

G

H-J

281㎜ 236㎜

267㎜

393㎜ 348㎜

379㎜

Ａ
B

C
D

E

F

G

Ｈ

Rod length

47㎜ + Rod length
199㎜

65㎜

66㎜

258㎜ to 296㎜

142㎜ to 150㎜

229㎜ to 432㎜
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Aluminum Rails

Load Trolley

Accessories

Air Tractor

Fall preventive pin

Several types of trolleys are available depending on applications. 
A dedicated trolley is provided for 2-inch, 4-inch and 8-inch 
aluminum rails.
The maximum load capacity of each type of trolley is as follows:
2-inch: 180 kg
4-inch: 250 kg
8-inch: 490 kg
Select a trolley depending on a suspension type or other 
condition.
For example, for the Knight series air balancers, use RTA4001 or 
RTA4501.

Trolley for aluminum rails
* A fall preventive pin with 900 kg withstand load is provided at 
the center of the Knight series trolley.

A & B  End cap
The end cap is used to prevent dust adhesion 
inside rails. If the mid stopper is mounted, it 
serves as a safety stopper. 
However, never attempt to use the end cap as 
a shock-absorbing stopper at a position where 
shock is applied.

C & D  Mid rail stopper 
Used to divide the working area during travel 
on rails. 
Use the mid stopper in combination with the 
end cap. However, never attempt to use the 
end cap as a shock-absorbing stopper at a 
position where shock is applied.

E & F  End cap with damper
The end cap absorbs shock with a spring 
damper. 
The spring damper reduces shock when 
the trolley collides with the end cap.

I & J  Splice kit
This kit is used to joint travelling rails 
longitudinally. To joint rails, be sure to 
use this kit.

Type Use rail Model Description
A 2-inch aluminum rail TRT2001 Trolley for 2-inch rail
A 4-inch aluminum rail MRTA4442 Trolley for balancer 
A 4-inch aluminum rail MRTA4001 Trolley without boss
B 4-inch aluminum rail MRTA4003 Trolley with boss
C 4-inch aluminum rail MRTA4029 I-hook trolley

2-inch aluminum rail TRT2029 I-hook trolley
D 4-inch aluminum rail MRTA4009 Yoke trolley
E 8-inch aluminum rail MRTA7706 Trolley for balancer
F 8-inch aluminum rail MRTA7002 Trolley with boss
G 8-inch aluminum rail MRTA7719 I-hook trolley
H 8-inch aluminum rail MRTA7723 Yoke trolley

K & L   Hose trolley

Type Model Description
A TRN2016 End cap for 2-inch rail
A MRAA4011 End cap for 4-inch rail
B MRAA4804 End cap for 8-inch rail
C MRAA4455 Mid stopper for 4-inch rail
D MRAA7511 Mid stopper for 8-inch rail
E MRAA4462 End cap with damper for 4-inch rail
F MRAA4805 End cap with damper for 8-inch rail
I MRHA4445 Splice kit for 4-inch rail (Rail splicing bracket set)
J MRHA7503 Splice kit for 8-inch rail (Rail splicing bracket set)
K MRMA4019D Hose trolley for 4-inch rail
L MRMA4814 Hose trolley for 8-inch rail

THT2018 Hose trolley for 2-inch rail

The air tractor should be used in rail-hanging condition. 
The air tractor can be mounted to aluminum and steel rails.

Model Description
TRA1000 Pneumatic air tractor

Ａ'

Ａ

Ａ -A'

φ
9
.
7

Ａ

B

C

D

E

F

G H

135㎜

226㎜

337㎜

171㎜

238㎜

226㎜

284㎜

325㎜

Ａ B

C D

E F

I&J K&L
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Steel Rail

RSD5200 RSD5300 RSD5500 RSD5700

Type RSD5200 RSD5300 RSD5500 RSD5700
L MaxLoad Recommend MaxLoad Recommend MaxLoad Recommend MaxLoad Recommend

1m 300 200 600 475 1800 1000 2500 1000
2m 145 118 300 240 900 700 1450 1000
3m 64 52 200 160 600 480 950 1000
4m 36 29 110 90 450 360 725 775
5m 23 19 70 58 305 250 575 580
6m 49 40 210 175 400 335

Allowable Load for Steel Rail System

Type Model Description Mounting steel flange 
width (mm)

Offset or direct 
mounting

Height-adjustable 
or fixed

A MRHS5034 Rod & ball movable channel hanger 50-175 Offset & Direct Adjustable

B MRHA5035 Bolt mounting channel hanger 50-175 Offset & Direct Fixed 

C MRHS5038 Parallel or vertical mounting system hanger 50-175 Offset Adjustable

D MRHS50361 Short rod & ball movable I-beam hanger 50-175 Direct Adjustable

E MRHS50471 Extendable rod & ball movable I-beam hanger 50-175 Direct Adjustable

Steel Rail

The Knight series steel rails are available 
in the following four types:
2-inch steel rail (Withstand load: 200 kg)
4-inch steel rail (Withstand load: 250 kg)
6-inch steel rail (Withstand load: 490 kg)
7-inch steel rail (Withstand load: 490 kg)
Select an appropriate type of rai ls 
according to you intended applications 
and load. 
- The standard rail length is 6 m. The rail 
can be cut into a specified length at the 
user’s request. 
* Sales unit: 6 m, 70 pieces, To be painted 
in user-specified color
[Product weight]
2-inch steel rail: 3.9 kg/m
4-inch steel rail: 6.0 kg/m
6-inch steel rail: 12.8 kg/m
7-inch steel rail: 15.9 kg/m

Heavy-Duty Hanger

The Knight series heavy-duty 
hanger uses two bolts to be 
inserted through rails, in addition 
to the conventional clamp at the 
top of rails, resulting in fall risk 
reduction. 

<Rail clamp of the heavy-duty hanger> 
[Patent registered]

Standard Hanger
The standard steel rail hanger can be easily mounted with simple tools, and simplifies height adjustment.

Short hanger
MRHS6336

Long hanger
MRHS6538

* The 2-inch steel rail parts can be selected when required.

Classification Model Description Ａ

Short hanger 
MRHS6336 Short hanger for 4-inch rail 51 to 127㎜ 100
MRHS6536 Short hanger for 6-inch/7-inch rail 51 to 127㎜ 110

Long hanger

MRHS6338 Long hanger for 4-inch rail (300 mm) 51 to 127㎜ 370
MRHS6340 Long hanger for 4-inch rail (600 mm) 51 to 127㎜ 670
MRHS6342 Long hanger for 4-inch rail (1000 mm) 125 to 305㎜ 1070
MRHS6538 Long hanger for 6-inch/7-inch rail (300 mm) 51 to 127㎜ 420
MRHS6540 Long hanger for 6-inch/7-inch rail (600 mm) 51 to 127㎜ 720
MRHS6542 Long hanger for 6-inch/7-inch rail (1000 mm) 51 to 127㎜ 1120

77㎜ + Rod length

Ａ B

C D

E

F

238 ㎜ to 276 ㎜

259 ㎜ to 463 ㎜

180 ㎜

259 ㎜ to 463 ㎜

172 ㎜ to 180 ㎜

Rod & ball hanger is separately purchased. 
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Steel Rail

Standard Trolley

For 4-inch rail
MRTA6320

For 6-inch/7-inch rail
MRTA6520

The standard end trucks 
are classified into two 
types: Single trolley type 
and dual trolley type. 
Select an appropriate 
type according to your 
intended applications 
and load. 

Standard End Truck

Heavy-Duty End Truck

With the Knight series original heavy-
duty clamp, the Knight series heavy-
duty end truck can reduce a risk of 
the rail clamp drop. Furthermore, the 
heavy-duty end truck provides anti-
kickup (loose contact preventive) 
trolley and side rollers, enabling more 
smooth operations. In addition, a fall 
preventive pin (withstand load: 900 kg) 
is provided at the center of the trolley, 
to prevent the trolley from falling.

These spaceless end trucks are used to 
mount the runway rail and the bridge rail 
at the same height, which are suitable for 
installation in a place with a limited height. 

Type Model Use rail Description

A MRES5025

4-inch steel rail

Single bridge end truck

B MRES5072 Dual bridge end truck

C MRES5073 Dual trolley end truck

D MRES5519

6-inch steel rail 

Single bridge end truck

E MRES5517 Dual bridge end truck

F MRES5518 Dual trolley end truck

G MRES5728

7-inch steel rail

Single bridge end truck

H MRES5717 Dual bridge end truck

I MRES5718 Dual trolley end truck

J MRES5028 4-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: up to 3 m)

K MRES5528 6-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: up to 3 m)

L MRES5710 7-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: up to 3 m)

M MRES5295 4-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: 3 m or longer)

N MRES5535 6-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: 3 m or longer)

O MRES5775 7-inch steel rail Spaceless end truck (Bridge length: 3 m or longer)

Single end truck for 4-inch rail
MRES6321 Single end truck for 6-inch/7-inch rail

MRES6521

Dual end truck for 4-inch rail 
MRES6322

Dual end truck for 6-inch/7-inch rail
MRES6522

145㎜ 195 ㎜ 
to 

225 ㎜

263 ㎜ 
to 

293 ㎜

284 ㎜ 
to 

310 ㎜

213 ㎜ 

200 ㎜ 

Ａ
Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｄ Ｅ

Ｆ

Ｇ Ｈ

Ｉ

280㎜ 236㎜

267㎜

392㎜ 348㎜

379㎜

392㎜ 348㎜

379㎜

Ｊ＆Ｏ
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Steel Rail

Fall preventive pin

Ａ'

Ａ

Ａ -A'

φ
9
.
7

Type Model Description
A MRSA5011 End cap for 4-inch rail
B MRSA5808 End cap for 6-inch rail 
C MRSA6716 End cap for 7-inch rail 
D MRSA5070 Mid stopper for 4-inch rail
E MRSA5811 Mid stopper for 6-inch/7-inch rail
F MRSA5058 End cap with absorber for 4-inch rail
G MRSA5809 End cap with absorber for 6-inch/7-inch rail
J MRSA5067 Splice kit for 4-inch rail 
L MRSA5803 Splice kit for 6-inch/7-inch rail
K MRSA5019 Hose trolley for 4-inch rail

Type Model Use rail Description
A RTA5301

4-inch steel rail

Trolley for balancer
B RTA5303 Trolley with boss
C RTA5329 I-hook trolley
D RTA5309 Yoke trolley
E RTA5501

6-inch steel rail

Trolley for balancer
F RTA5502 Trolley with boss
G RTA5504 I-hook trolley
H RTA5503 Yoke trolley
I RTA5706

7-inch steel rail

Trolley for balancer
J RTA5702 Trolley with boss
K RTA5719 I-hook trolley
L RTA5723 Yoke trolley

Type Model Description
M MRSA5814 Hose trolley for 6-inch/7-inch rail
N MDRA5319 Small cable trolley for 4-inch rail
N MDRA5318 Small hose trolley for 4-inch rail
O MDRA6015 Small trolley mid stopper for 4-inch rail
P MDRA5519 Small cable trolley for 6-inch rail
P MDRA5518 Small hose trolley for 6-inch rail
Q MDRA5719 Small cable trolley for 7-inch rail
Q MDRA5718 Small hose trolley for 7-inch rail
R MRSA6515 Small trolley mid stopper for 6-inch rail
S MRSA6415 Small trolley mid stopper for 7-inch rail

Heavy-Duty Trolley

Accessories

Telescoping System
Telescoping end truck
Product No. Product name Load capacity  
Telescoping end truck for 4-inch aluminum rail
Telescoping end truck for 8-inch aluminum rail
Telescoping end truck for 4-inch steel rail
Telescoping end truck for 6-inch/7-inch steel rail

For the Knight series aluminum and steel rails, we offer original telescoping bridge system to 
ensure safe overhanging. 
* Contact us for information on overhanging distance and withstand load when required.

The Knight series heavy-duty trolleys 
are equipped with 
a fall preventive pin 
(withstand load: 900 
kg) at the center 
position.

A, B & C   End cap 
The end cap is used to prevent dust adhesion inside rails. If 
the mid stopper is mounted, it serves as a safety stopper. 
However, never attempt to use the end cap as a shock-
absorbing stopper at a position where shock is applied. 

D& E  Mid stopper 
Used to divide the working area during travel on rails.
Use the mid stopper in combination with the end cap. 
Never attempt to use the end cap as a shock-absorbing 
stopper at a position where shock is applied. 

F & G   End cap with damper
The end cap absorbs shock with a spring 
damper. 
The spring damper reduces shock when the 
trolley collides with the end cap.

L & M   Hose trolley 
Trolley for the air hose 
included in the hose 
management kit.

J & M   Splice kit
This  k i t  i s  used to jo int 
travelling rails longitudinally. 
To joint rails, be sure to use 
this kit. 

N & O   Cable saddle 
To apply various hoses 
to the trolley, use the 
cable saddle.

131 ㎜ 

267 ㎜ 

393 ㎜ 

348 ㎜ 
393 ㎜ 

379 ㎜ 

379 ㎜ 

348 ㎜ 

236 ㎜ 

193 ㎜ 

222 ㎜ 

281 ㎜ 

Ａ

D

G

J

B

E

H

L

C

F

I

K

Ａ B C

D E F G

L&M

J&K N&O
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ＪＢ　Ｃｒａｎｅｓ
Floor (post) mounted type

Pillar (pole installing) type

trolley

anchor

spec:Max load  100kg ～ 1000kg
Travel:1.8m ～ 4m
Dost height:2m ～ 3.5m

Our JB Crane offer a large tool cov-
erage area with a simple rail rotat-
ing about a floor mounted post and 
a pillar type.

Telescope JB Crane

At advance

Swiveling stopper

At back down
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ERGONOMIC  SYSTEMS

42 Ou Higashibessho Anjo city,Aichi pref.
TEL:+81-566-76-5368
FAX:+81-566-76-5268
E-mail:sales@thing-tech.com
Web:http://www.thing-tech.com

THING TECH CO., LTD
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